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By using the local-density approximation in density functional theory, we explore the possibility of a
metallic layered compound derived from hexagonal boron nitride h-BN. We find that the intercalation process
of potassium atoms into the interlayer spacing of h-BN is exothermic with a formation energy of approximately
1.6 eV per potassium atom, and that the electronic structure of potassium-intercalated h-BN under equilibrium
interlayer distance is metallic, in which electrons are injected into unoccupied, nearly-free-electron states. The
calculated Fermi surfaces of the compound exhibit characteristics similar to that of graphite intercalation
compounds doped with alkali/alkali-earth metals.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Graphite has occupied an important position in low-
dimensional sciences and surface sciences for many years
because of its layered structure, which comprises perfectly
planar hexagonal networks of carbon atoms. This layered
structure causes unusual electronic and structural properties
in graphite.1–5 Graphite is a metal with remarkable electron
mobility along the layers but lower conducting properties
normal to the layers. From a structural viewpoint, graphite is
known to serve as a host material for the intercalation of
various atoms and molecules into the two-dimensional inter-
layer spaces that are several angstrom thick. These com-
plexes are called graphite intercalation compounds GICs,
and some are known to exhibit superconductivity under ap-
propriate conditions.1,3 In addition, the large interlayer spac-
ing also induces peculiar electron states whose wave func-
tions are distributed not near atomic sites but in the interlayer
region of graphite.3,6–9 These states are unoccupied and typi-
cally exhibit free-electron character along the layers but they
are located below the vacuum level and play decisive roles in
the excitation spectrum and even in the ground-state elec-
tronic properties upon intercalation of foreign atoms in the
interlayer spacing. Indeed, the recent angle-resolved photo-
emission spectroscopy ARPES experiment has shown that
this state substantially contributes to the electronic properties
near the Fermi level of Ca-GIC.10 Owing to its distribution,
this state is known as the interlayer band or the nearly-free-
electron NFE state.
Hexagonal boron nitride h-BN is another prototypical
layered material and possesses a hexagonal network consist-
ing of B and N atoms. Due to the chemical difference be-
tween B and N atoms, h-BN is an insulator with a large
energy gap.11,12 However, the large interlayer spacing caused
by its layered structure also leads to the NFE state, as for
graphite.11 In this case, the bottom of conduction band at the
 point also possesses NFE character and is distributed in the
interlayer spacing. Although experimental results indicate
that some chemical elements are indeed intercalated into
h-BN,13–15 the fundamental properties of the compounds re-
main unclear. Based on the analogy with GICs, the hybrid
structure of h-BN and atoms that are intercalated into the
interlayer spacing may also exhibit interesting electronic
properties because the lower unoccupied electronic structure
of h-BN is similar to that of graphite.
In the present study, we explore the possibility of
potassium-intercalated h-BN compounds and elucidate its
electronic properties. Our first-principles, total-energy calcu-
lations of K-intercalated h-BN clarify that the compound is
stable in energy and is exothermic upon formation. Further-
more, the electronic structure near the Fermi energy of the
compound exhibits characteristics similar to those of GIC. In
particular, we find a clear isotropic Fermi surface around the
 point in K-intercalated h-BN.
II. CALCULATION METHODS
We perform a total-energy electronic-structure calculation
in the framework of the density functional theory DFT.16,17
The exchange-correlation energy of interacting electrons
is treated in terms of the local-density approximation with
a functional form fitted to the Ceperley-Alder result.18,19
Norm-conserving pseudopotentials generated by using the
Troullier-Martins scheme20 with the Kleinman-Bylander
approximation21 are adopted to describe the electron-ion in-
teraction. The valence wave functions are expanded in a
plane-wave basis set with a cutoff energy of 50 Ry, which
achieves sufficient convergence for the relative total energies
of h-BN.22,23 We adopt the conjugate-gradient minimization
scheme for both the electronic-structure calculation and for
geometry optimization.24 Structural optimizations are per-
formed iteratively until the remaining force acting on each
atom is less than 5 mRy /Å. Integration over the Brillouin
zone is performed using equidistant k-point sampling in
which 64 k points =444 were taken. All calculations
were performed by using a program package PSPW.24
To investigate the possibility of K atoms to intercalate
into the interlayer spacing of h-BN and to elucidate the elec-
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tronic structure of the resulting intercalation compound, we
consider the structural model shown in Figs. 1a and 1b. In
this model, we assume the pseudostage-one structure in
which each interlayer spacing is occupied by a K atomic
layer. The intercalated K atoms are located on the hollow site
of one of four hexagonal rings of h-BN. Thus, the stoichi-
ometry of the compound is KBN4. In the model, each h-BN
layer is stacked in the AA arrangement as for stage-one GIC.
Because of the model considered here, the lateral periodicity
of the compound is twice that of conventional h-BN whereas
the vertical periodicity is half that of h-BN.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 2a and 2b show energy diagrams of a h-BN
monolayer and of graphene, respectively. Because h-BN is
an insulator with a 4.67 eV energy gap at the K point, the top
of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction band
are located at a lower energy and at a higher energy, respec-
tively, compared with the Fermi energy of graphene. More
specifically, the valence-band top and the conduction-band
bottom of h-BN are located at 6.20 eV and 1.53 eV below
the vacuum level, respectively, whereas the Fermi level of
graphene is at 4.57 eV below the vacuum level. In sharp
contrast, the eigenvalues of the NFE state for both h-BN and
graphite are almost equal; 1.26 eV and 1.10 eV below the
vacuum level for h-BN and graphene, respectively. This re-
sult raises the possibility of electron injection into the NFE
state of h-BN by interaction of atoms or molecules in the
interlayer spacing because the NFE state of graphite is es-
sential to the metallic nature of GICs. Furthermore, h-BN is
expected to be applicable for n-type semiconducting devices
by tuning its lower unoccupied states.
Figure 1c shows the formation energy of the
K-intercalated h-BN compound as a function of interlayer
spacing. The energy is evaluated by taking the difference
between the total energy of K-intercalated h-BN and the sum
of the total energies of pristine h-BN and the solid phase of
potassium. The intercalation is exothermic and the resultant
intercalation compound is energetically stable. The calcu-
lated formation energy of the compound under equilibrium
interlayer distance is 1.6 eV per K atom. Furthermore, the
equilibrium interlayer spacing is about 5.8 Å, which is close
to that of KC8. This result clearly indicates that the interca-
lation of K atoms into h-BN should occur from the viewpoint
of the energetics. We note that the formation energy calcu-
lated here is slightly underestimated or overestimated com-
pared with that obtained under a realistic stacking arrange-
ment because the model used in this work is not a real stage-
one structure but a pseudostage-one structure. Furthermore,
the formation energy is also underestimated or overestimated
due to the calculation methods used in this work.
We find that the K-intercalated h-BN compound is a metal
in which the metallic nature is due to a parabolic energy
band around the  point, as shown in Fig. 3a. The Fermi
level clearly crosses the energy band at the Brillouin-zone
boundaries. A detailed analysis of this energy band clarifies
its unusual character compared with the other electronic en-
ergy bands. Indeed, the wave function of this energy band is
distributed not only on the atomic layer but also in the spa-
cious region between the layers, where the B and N atoms
are absent. The distribution of the wave function clearly in-
dicates its NFE nature as the case of the pristine h-BN.11 The
distribution is completely different from the wave function
associated with the remaining states. For example, the top of
the valence band possesses a bonding  character Fig. 3c.
This result indicates that the electronic system around the
Fermi level of the compound is qualitatively identical to
that of alkali- or alkali-earth-metal-doped GICs.7 Thus,
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FIG. 1. Schematic a top and b side views of K-intercalated
h-BN compound. White, pale shaded, dark shaded circles denote K,
B, and N atoms, respectively. c The formation energy of
K-intercalated h-BN as a function of interlayer spacing of h-BN per
unit cell KBN4.
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FIG. 2. Color online Energy diagrams of a h-BN monolayer
and b graphene. The dark and pale shaded areas denote the va-
lence and conduction bands, respectively. A red pale line denotes
the energy position of the bottom of the nearly-free-electron state.
Energies are measured from that of the vacuum level. The vacuum
level is evaluated by the energy level at the region far from the
layers where the local potential is almost constant.
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potassium-intercalated h-BN compounds are expected to be
candidates for metallic layered materials that exhibit unusual
physical properties such as superconductivity and magnetism
as is the case of GICs.
It is important to depict the Fermi surfaces of
K-intercalated h-BN to discuss the similarity of the elec-
tronic structure near the Fermi level between K-doped h-BN
and alkali/alkali-earth-metal-doped GICs. Figures 4a–4c
show the Fermi surfaces lines of h-BN in the kx-ky, kx-kz,
and ky-kz planes of the Brillouin zone, respectively. The
Fermi surface in the kx-ky plane is found to be isotropic,
forming a perfect closed circle Fig. 4a. The diameter of
the circle in the kx-ky plane is about 0.512 /a, where a is
the lattice constant of the compound corresponding to twice
the conventional lateral lattice parameter of h-BN. The cir-
cular shape of the Fermi surface is the same as that of the
alkali/alkali-earth-metal-doped GICs. The recent ARPES ex-
periment has clearly indicated the circular Fermi surface on
kx-ky plane.10 The insulating character of h-BN also leads to
larger-diameter Fermi surfaces than those of GICs. In addi-
tion, along the kz direction, the squeezed shape of the Fermi
surfaces for h-BN is also qualitatively identical to that for
GICs. Thus, these results suggest that K-intercalated h-BN is
a metal possessing characteristics similar to alkali/alkali-
earth-metal-intercalated graphite compounds around the 
point. On the other hand, there are small but substantial dis-
crepancies between the Fermi surfaces in the kx-ky plane of
h-BN and GICs. In sharp contrast to the Fermi surfaces of
GICs, the Fermi surfaces around the six corners of the hex-
agonal Brillouin zone K points are absent in h-BN. These
surfaces are ascribed to the Dirac cone of the unoccupied 
band of graphite, which is partially filled by electrons in-
jected from the alkali/alkali-earth metals. Pristine h-BN is an
insulator with a large energy gap so that the Fermi surfaces
around the K point of the K-intercalated h-BN are absent.
IV. SUMMARY
We present a study of the energetics and electronic struc-
ture of the potassium-intercalated h-BN compound that uses
first-principle total-energy calculations based on density
functional theory. We show that K-intercalated h-BN is en-
ergetically stable with an interlayer distance of approxi-
mately 5.8 Å, as is the case of the K-doped graphite inter-
calated compound with a stage-one structure. The formation
energy of K-intercalated h-BN is calculated to be approxi-
mately 1.6 eV per K atom. The large formation energy is
ascribed to Coulomb interaction caused by the electron trans-
fer from the K atom to the h-BN layer.
Under the equilibrium interlayer spacing, we show that
K-intercalated h-BN is a metal, in sharp contrast to insulat-
ing character of pristine h-BN. Potassium intercalation leads
to carrier injection into the nearly-free-electron states of
h-BN. The characteristics of the carrier distribution of
K-intercalated h-BN are almost equivalent to the electron
system of alkali/alkali-earth-metal-doped GICs. Indeed, the
Fermi surfaces are found to possess qualitatively similar
characteristics to that of alkali/alkali-earth-metal-doped
GICs; which is to say that they exhibit a circular and isotro-
pic surface in the kx-ky plane of the Brillouin zone whereas
they are squashed along the kz direction. However, due to the
insulating character of pristine h-BN, the area around the 
point, which is surrounded by the Fermi surfaces, is wider
than that of the alkali/alkali-earth-metal-doped GICs.
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FIG. 4. The Fermi surfaces of K-intercalated h-BN compound
on a kx-ky, b kx-kz, and c ky-kz planes in the Brillouin zone.
Dotted line in a denotes the zone boundary of the hexagonal Bril-
louin zone.
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FIG. 3. Color online a Electronic energy band of
K-intercalated h-BN compound. Energy is measured from that of
the Fermi level. Distribution of wave function of b the nearly-
free-electron state denoted by  and of c the electronic energy
band denoted by  the top of valence band and a nondegenerate
state at the  point, respectively. Black and red contours charac-
terize the sign of the wave functions. Each contour represents twice
or half the density of the adjacent contour lines.
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